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Nike Free Flyknit TR women, recently in a variable "Multi-Color" appearance, the classic appearance with dazzling color, women
show charm! Where must the goddess begin?! 

previously seen in "inverse" go Takahashi shield to create a concept, will be its own brand UNDERCOVER cooperation with Nike
GYAKUSOU image and concept image of autumn winter series movie behind the scenes video, I believe many people have a little
understanding of the focus of this year's autumn and winter, and this makes a list of winter shoes don't joint injection series, the
continuation of spring and summer using Lunar Speed Lite + JP, and the other two is changed to Nike Free V3 shoes, comfortable
design with more Lunar Speed, Lite + JP light shoe body collocation breathable mesh design, and using Nike Lunarlon foam
cushioning technology, can make the gravity dispersed on the feet, to achieve ultra light the amount of elastic cushioning effect, while
Nike Free V3 using Free 3 flexible tongue groove and the upper deepen integration design, with an almost natural sense of running
barefoot, two There are Fit Dynamic dynamic fit design, such as the upper second layers of skin like thin, simulated barefoot feeling
of sports, but also provide excellent flexibility. Regardless of color, shape and functionality, can be called "running shoes" classic, and
this series will be around October listing, favorite friends can not miss!
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